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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The members of the community that have presented this Book to the City Council
are requesting the City Council to affirm the decision of your DRC and deny the
proposed project of Block 137 for the following reasons:

Harm Commercial Compact Shopping District

The proposed project is primarily a large
apartment complex on prime retail land in

downtown Lake Oswego.  City Council
approval of this project would be

inconsistent with the community’s vision for
downtown Lake Oswego.

Village Character

The proposed project’s 3 buildings are 
significantly larger in terms of square 
footage, height, number of stories, and the 
length of facades than previously approved 
adjacent development.  City Council 
approval of this project would be 
inconsistent with the community’s vision of 
maintaining the village character of 
downtown Lake Oswego.

Comparing Projects

The City Council should reject the applicant’s
comparison charts because it includes the
LVV public parking garage that is hidden
from view and excludes the Block 137

parking garage to argue that LVV is actually
larger than the proposed project.

Approval will harm Lake View Village

Lake View Village was approved by the City consistent with the Compact Shopping District
designation.  The future success of LVV is dependent on the other designated retail core blocks

providing sufficient retail to create a commercial critical mass for downtown Lake Oswego as
envisioned.

Property Rights

City Council approval will harm the property rights of adjacent development that was approved
in keeping with the village character vision of LO.   The proposed project is out of scale with its

surroundings, and does not complement adjacent development as required by the East End
Redevelopment Plan, but instead will overwhelm it.

High Density Residential

The City Council should not approve high 
density residential (207 units) within the 
retail core.  The East End Redevelopment 
Plan recognizes the need to preserve the 
retail core while locating high density 
residential development just outside the 
retail core.



Taxpayer Property Rights

Taxpayer property rights are affected by
the proposed project since public funds

(LORA) will be used. Millennium Park will
be adversely affected by the out of scale

project.

Code Compliance

The City Council should not accept the
applicant’s argument that the
proposed development is in

compliance with the City’s Code.  The
DRC determined that the applicant did
not meet its burden of proof justifying

an exception allowing ground floor
residential use.  The DRC also

determined that Buildings A and C are
not small scale structures as referenced
within the village character definition.

Retail Traffic

The City Council should not accept applicant’s argument that increasing the project’s retail
square footage will create greater traffic impacts when maintaining the current 70,000 SF of

retail would generate the same amount of traffic that currently exists.



What if?

Newer development in downtown LO has been the
product of community and developer cooperation to

achieve the village character and charm of LO.  Is there
any reason why the applicant can’t break up the buildings,
vary the heights/stories and provide the same amount of
retail as currently exists with some office and apartments

above the ground floor retail?  Such a proposal would
likely gain the support of the community and avoid

separating the community.
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THE PROPOSED WIZER PROJECT IS NOT CONSISTENT WITH THE HISTORY AND 
VISION FOR DOWNTOWN LAKE OSWEGO 

Introduction:

The DRC decision denying the proposed development focused on the failure of the
project to meet the City’s historical vision regarding development in downtown 
Lake Oswego.  In particular, failure to comply with the City’s Compact Shopping 
Designation since over 80% of the proposed development is high density 
apartments with only 13% designated for retail.  And failure to provide a design in 
keeping with the village character established by previously approved adjacent 
development, such as Lake View Village on Block 138 and the mixed use 
development on Block 136.

In considering the appeal of the DRC’s decision, it is important for the City Council 
to understand the historical vision for downtown Lake Oswego that has been 
defined by the community.  This vision has been shaped over many years through 
the work of City Councils, Planning Commissions, citizen committees, LORA and 
the East End Redevelopment Committee.  Such an understanding will allow the 
City Council to appreciate why there are so many members of the community 
concerned that the proposed development of Block 137 is not consistent with the 
historical vision of downtown Lake Oswego as defined in the City’s planning 
documents.



Historical Vision for Downtown Lake Oswego:

In 1979, the Lake Oswego Redevelopment District (LORA) was established to help 
restore downtown Lake Oswego. The process to get to a better downtown 
involved years of work by citizen committees, LORA and the East End 
Redevelopment Committee. This community effort resulted in LORA’s adoption of 
the Lake Oswego Urban Design Plan (UDP) in 1988 providing a guide for 
development of the East End Redevelopment Area, and the adoption of the East 
End Redevelopment Plan in 1989 providing specific area objectives for downtown 
development.  

The need to create a Compact Shopping District for downtown Lake Oswego has 
been enshrined in City and LORA documents since 1988 when the UDP described 
the need to “create a high-density compact shopping district to serve as the retail 
core of the East End Redevelopment Area.” The Urban Design Plan identified the A
Avenue and First Street “four blocks” as a “special retail district.” The four blocks 
contain the prime retail land in the downtown. The Compact Shopping District 
concept was envisioned to create a retail pedestrian shopping street, a “Main 
Street” anchored on the south end by Millennium Plaza Park and by a north 
anchor project at First Avenue and B Street.

Retail needs a critical mass of retail/restaurants to generate sufficient “feet on the 
ground.” Service and office businesses do not generate the same foot traffic as 
retail stores. There is a reason why the Bank of Oswego is on the second level of 
Lakeview Village. Walk 23rd Avenue in Portland and the ground level is 
predominantly retail, not insurance or attorney offices. Retail/restaurants feed off 
each other, creating energy that does not occur with service/office uses. The best 
course for helping our existing and new businesses downtown is to add more 
retail, not ground level offices. 

Another key objective was to create development areas for high density housing 
that would be served by the retail core.  It enunciated that high density 



multifamily housing should be on the bluff area west of what is now Millennium 
Plaza Park and “on the south portion of Block 136.” Block 137, along with Blocks 
48, 49 and 138 were to be predominately retail. A map on Page 19 of the UDP 
identifies Block 137 as “Compact Shopping District” and Block 136 as “High 
Density Housing.”         

The commencement of the enshrinement of “village character” as a critical vision 
for downtown Lake Oswego was the Urban Design Plan. If the community wanted 
a better downtown, what would that look like? 

Architect Don Stastny had prepared the UDP and wrote “the scale, articulation of 
the building mass and the relationship of the building to the street and to other 
buildings are critical elements that determine what a building will contribute to 
the overall urban ambience.” Stastny used the wordage “random village scale,” a 
concept later expanded upon in the 1994 Design Guidelines which became the 
incubator for the definition of “village character” as used in the Development 
Code. That is, “Village” means a community of buildings, small in scale, or typically
composed of an assembly of small buildings.  

The City’s Comprehensive Plan also recognizes the importance of downtown 
development to be small in scale by recognizing the importance of the design of 
buildings to maintain the community’s sense of place, and noting that downtown 
Lake Oswego with its “village scale” is one of the most prominent places in the 
City.

New development in Downtown Lake Oswego has carried out the historical 
vision of building small scale Structures and have been consistent with the 
Compact Shopping District Designation:



Newer buildings in the downtown have created a street-scape that is generally 
comprised of structures that are two to three stories in height. Only one building 
has been built to four stories--the 555 Second Street condo complex has a fourth 
story with only four residential units on that floor located within a true gable roof, 
exactly as the code provides. Village style buildings vary substantially in 
appearance and have key unifying elements---small in scale, a strong pedestrian 
realm, and interesting roof lines. The roof lines avoid long, unbroken ridge lines 
when viewed by pedestrians. The village buildings look like they have been born 
over time.  

Lake View Village, the Block 138 Mixed Use Development, the 2nd and B Avenue 
Umpqua Bank Mixed Use Project and the Banner Bank Mixed Use Project are 
prime examples of development that carries out the historical vision. Suffice it to 
say that most people would agree that the new development in downtown Lake 
Oswego is of village scale and has created a certain charm making Lake Oswego a 
special place.

Several developers have tried to propose projects contrary to the aforementioned 
historical vision for downtown Lake Oswego. In 1997, Mr. Wizer and GSL 
Development proposed town houses with a diminutive amount of retail on Block 
137.  The City didn’t even have to process this proposal since the Lake Oswego 
Review editorialized on it in October 1997 stating “The proposed retail isn’t even 
close to meeting the City’s standards set for in the Request for Proposals.”

In 1998, Gramor and Mr. Wizer proposed a multi-block development (“Don’t Mall 
LO”) which was terminated by the electorate via Measure 3-18. The campaign 
literature from that election showed four story structures along First Street 
between the bluff and A Avenue. Thus, the electorate has voted against four story 
buildings along First Street.



In the early 2000’s, Mountain West proposed a large out of scale assisted living 
facility at the corner of B Avenue and 2nd Street.  The DRC denied this project. A 
combination of neighborhood, business and civic leaders were successful in 
getting this proposal withdrawn because it was not compatible with the 
residential neighborhood to the north and did not exhibit village character in the 
design.

Over the years, Mr. Wizer participated in downtown planning public processes and
at the time was fully supportive of the Compact Shopping District designation for 
Block 137. His 1997 proposed project, developed with OTAK, shows a grocery 
store and retail on Block 137.

Conclusion:

Since 1979, citizens, boards and commissions, elected officials and staffs have 
worked to keep Lake Oswego “a community of buildings, small in scale.”  All of the
City’s development decisions have been consistent with the concept of village 
character and maintaining the City’s retail core.  The DRC determined that the 
proposed 3 massive buildings for Block 137 did not constitute small scale 
structures.  The DRC also determined that the proposed project was not 
consistent with the Compact Shopping District designation since it primarily 
consists of high density residential apartments and has less retail use than 
currently exists on the Wizer Block.

Those members of the Community concerned that the proposed development is 
not consistent with the historical vision for downtown Lake Oswego respectfully 
request the City Council to affirm the DRC decision.



3.  PROPOSED PROJECT DOES NOT MEET VILLAGE
CHARACTER



PROPOSED PROJECT DOES NOT MEET VILLAGE CHARACTER

The DRC determined that the proposed project did not meet Village Character 
because it did not consist of small scale buildings.  The proposed project consists 
of 3 large massive structures.  The following information/graphics were presented 
to the DRC and should be helpful to the City Council in concluding that the 
proposal is not in keeping with the village character that has been established in 
downtown Lake Oswego.  

PROPOSAL HAS NOT BEEN REDUCED IN SIZE AND SCALE TO COMPLEMENT ITS 
NEIGHBORS:

The DRC at its February 19, 2014 meeting indicated to the applicant to break up 
the 3 large buildings into smaller scale buildings to create village character to 
complement the adjacent developments and Millennium Park. One of the reasons
for the DRC’s denial was that the applicant did not break up the 3 buildings and 
the technique of “dressing up” the 3 buildings’ facades was not a proper 
substitute to create “small scale” structures.

The East End Redevelopment Plan provides that new or remodeled structures on 
Block 137 shall be designed to “complement” structures located on Block 138 
(Lake View Village), Millennium Park and the townhomes on Block 136.  

The following information demonstrates that the proposed development on Block 
137 does not “complement” the adjacent developments on Block 136, Block 138 
and Millennium Park.



Exhibit 1 shows proposal still maintains three large buildings, each of which are 
four stories in height, and from 250’-270’ long.

 Neighboring two story buildings are separated by public access ways, and 
no more than 150’ long are clearly dominated by the proposed project.



Exhibit 2 shows Lake View Village with six buildings surrounding an internal 
publically owned parking garage that is hidden from view.

 The East End Development Plan states that Lake View Village includes 6 
commercial buildings—4 two story buildings, 1 single story building, and 1
three story building.  These 6 separate buildings have their own internal 
exit ways and each are separated at grade by public access walkways or 
driveways.



 Six individual buildings are obvious when perceived by pedestrians and 
motorists from the public street-scape. The applicant incorrectly 
characterizes Lake View Village in its comparison chart (“by the 
numbers”), as consisting of 3 buildings when the East End Redevelopment
Plan clearly states that LVV consists of 6 individual buildings.

 Four of the buildings are connected with upper level corridors and are 
connected to the internal public parking garage but are still totally 
independent, separately permitted buildings.

 The applicant incorrectly characterizes Lake View Village in its comparison
chart as having longer facades than the proposed development when the 
6 buildings are clearly broken into distinct small scale buildings as 
demonstrated by Exhibit 2.



Exhibit 3 shows the 6 Lake View Village buildings overlaid on the Wizer site.

 Longer footprints of the proposed 3 building concept dominate the 
smaller scaled Lake View Village buildings.

 Larger floor plates of the proposed 3 buildings limit pedestrian access 
to the interior portions of the site.



 6 building approach at Lake View Village allows twice as many public 
access ways to the internal parking garage as are provided by the 
Wizer Block Proposal.

 Garages-both are concealed from view, one above grade (Lake View 
Village), one below (Wizer Block) should not be part of any comparison
attempting to demonstrate village character. 

 The proposed project does not include small scaled buildings as 
determined by the DRC.



Exhibit 4 shows the First Street Lake View Village building elevations 
superimposed over the proposed buildings A and C.

 Proposed four story Wizer Block buildings dominate the smaller scaled 
two story buildings of Lake View Village.

 Proposed Buildings A and C occupy 88% of allowable development zone
versus 58% for the existing buildings A, E and F of Lake View Village.



First Street Building Facades Comparison between Lake View Village (LVV) and 
Wizer proposal

Building                               Length          Height      # of stories     Floor Area

Proposed Building A              96’              50’                  4                   85,698sf

Proposed Building C            270’              50’                  4                   83,738sf

         Average                          183’             50’                  4                   84,718sf

Existing LVV Building A        130’              38’                   2                  20,524sf

Existing LVV Building F        150’              38’                   2                  13,893sf

Existing LVV Building E          55’              40’                   2                  10,264sf

         Average                          112’               39’                   2               14,894sf

Proposed Buildings A and C dominate their neighbors to the east of First Street 
with an average length of building that is 65% longer, a height that is 28% taller,  
twice as many stories, and an average floor area that is 468% greater than the 
average LVV neighboring building.



Exhibit 5 Shows the A Avenue elevation of the proposed building A with the A 
Avenue elevations of Buildings A and B from LVV superimposed.

 Proposed Building A overwhelms the A Avenue streetscape with no mid
block connection to the interior as in LVV.

 Proposed four story Building A dominates its 2 story neighbors to the 
east on Block 138 and the west on Block 136.

 Proposed Building A occupies 88% of allowable development zone 
versus 58% for the existing buildings A and B of Lake View Village.



A Avenue Building Facades Comparison between Lake View Village and Wizer 
proposal

Building                            Length   Height      # of stories    Building Floor Area

Proposed Building A          250’        50’                4                          85,698sf

Existing LVV Building A     115’        38’                 2                       20,524sf

Existing LVV Building B      117’        40’                2                       22,173sf

        Average                        116’        39’                 2                       21,349sf

`

On A Avenue the Proposed Building A again dominates LVV to the east with an 
average length that is 115% longer, a height that is 28% higher, twice as many 
stories, and a floor area that is 301% larger.



Exhibit 6 shows the disparity of building heights at the intersection of First and 
Evergreen.

 The four story elevation of Building C at 57’7” dominates the two story 
elevation of LVV Building E at 40’.

Exhibit 7 shows the same disparity in building heights at the intersection of First 
and A Avenue.

 The four story elevation of Building A at 53’ 10” dominates the two story 
elevation of LVV Building A at 38%



Conclusion:

The previous information and graphics visually and numerically demonstrate that 
the proposed Wizer development is out of scale with Lake View Village and does 
not “complement” it as required by the East End Redevelopment Plan.  That is 
exactly what the DRC observed.  

The disparity in scale is particularly apparent at the corners of the Wizer Block. 
Lowering the mass of the proposed buildings at the edges of the site and 
increasing the number of building breaks and providing more access points to the 
interior of the site would go a long way to meeting the village character and small 
scale building mandate of the DRC.



4.  PROPERTY RIGHTS:



PROPERTY RIGHTS:  

FAILURE OF THE CITY COUNCIL TO AFFIRM THE DRC DECISION WILL ADVERSELY
AFFECT  THE  PROPERTY  RIGHTS  OF  ADJACENT  PROPERTY  OWNERS  WHO’VE
COMPLIED WITH THE CITY’S VISION AND ALL OTHER LAKE OSWEGO TAXPAYER
PROPERTY RIGHTS

Introduction:

There has been testimony in the DRC hearings that the City should honor the
private  property  rights  of  Mr.  Wizer  and  approve  this  project.  This  type  of
testimony ignores the private property rights of adjacent property owners who’ve
developed their property in keeping with the Compact Shopping Designation and
the village character vision of the City.  This type of testimony also ignores the fact
that the proposed Wizer development isn’t just a private development; it’s also a
public project with the use of taxpayer dollars.

As the City Council knows, the City’s land use regulations and planning policies
supersede  one’s  private  property  right.  Just  because  a  person  owns  property
doesn’t mean that person can do whatever they want with their property. For
example, the owner of Lake View Village wanted a larger scaled project but down-
scaled the project and created 6 small scale buildings to achieve the City’s vision
for maintaining the village character of downtown Lake Oswego while remaining
consistent with the Compact Shopping District designation.

A City  Council  Decision  approving  the  Proposed Project  will  adversely  affect
Property Rights:

The City Council’s approval of the proposed project will adversely affect Lake View
Village and its  owner’s  property  rights  in  two ways.  First,  the continued retail
success of Lake View Village will  benefit from additional retail  within the retail
core of downtown Lake Oswego. Testimony has been presented by experts that a
critical  mass  of  retail  needs  to  exist  to  allow  all  of  the  downtown  retail
establishments to thrive. The proposed project not only doesn’t add retail to the
downtown retail core, it actually reduces the amount of retail that current exists.
A City Council  decision that  allows the reduction of  retail  in  the retail  core of



downtown will  adversely affect the property rights of the owner of Lake View
Village.

Second, the owner of Lake View Village down-scaled the development to meet
the village character vision of downtown Lake Oswego. While the applicant argues
that  the  proposed  development  meets  village  character,  the  visual  evidence
demonstrates  to  the  contrary.  The  statistical  evidence  demonstrates  that  the
proposed project is taller, larger and longer than Lake View Village.  

The  applicant  skewers  the  comparison  statistics  by  including  the  LVV  public
parking garage (that is hidden from view) to demonstrate that the proposal is the
same size as  LVV without  also  including its  parking garage.  The applicant  also
skewers the comparison statistics by arguing that LVV is actually 3 buildings when
everyone knows Lake View Village consists of 6 separate buildings as set forth in
the  East  End  Redevelopment  Plan.  The  proposed  development  on  Block  137
dominates and overwhelms Lake View Village.  

A  City  Council  decision  that  approves  an  out  of  scale  development  that
overwhelms a project that complied with the City’s vision for village character will
adversely affect the property rights of the owner of Lake View Village.

Since the proposed project is also a public project the property rights of the City’s
taxpayers are also affected, especially the adverse effect the project will have on
Millennium Park.

Conclusion

While those concerned about the proposed development of Block 137 respect Mr.
Wizer’s property rights, the City Council needs to protect the property rights of
adjacent property owners who’ve complied with the City’s vision for downtown
Lake  Oswego and  also  protect  the  property  rights  of  City  taxpayers  since  the
proposed project will use public funds.



5.  THE EVERGREEN NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION AND
LONAC REQUEST THE CITY COUNCIL TO AFFIRM THE DRC
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THE EVERGREEN NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION AND LONAC REQUEST THE CITY
COUNCIL TO AFFIRM THE DRC DECISION

THE EVERGREEN NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION (ENA) OVERWHELMINGLY 
VOTED TO OPPOSE THE BLOCK 137 DEVELOPMENT PLAN.

 

Mr. Kessi presented the Block 137 plan to the ENA general membership on 
two separate occasions.  ENA conducted two additional general meetings to
discuss the plan and determine the neighborhood position.  For both the 
first project plan and the revised plan, the majority voted to oppose the 
development.  In the latest vote 146 (82%) of a total 177 votes opposed the 
project as it is currently re-designed.  

KEY NEIGHBORHOOD OBJECTIONS TO THE PROJECT:

 SCALE AND DENSITY ARE TOO GREAT. The proposed plan does not meet 
the historical vision for this part of downtown, a vision that was developed 
with input from citizens throughout the community decades ago. The three 
large-scale 4-story structures, at three times the square footage of Lake 
View Village, would forever alter the look and feel of our shopping core.  
And 207 apartments would increase the residential density of the Evergreen
neighborhood by about 50%.

 PARKING IS INSUFFICENT. The LORA agreement of August 13, 2013 
specifies: The Parking Component will be comprised of approximately 457 
parking spaces to be developed in the project.  The new development 



proposal is not consistent with the LORA agreement as it has reduced the 
actual number of underground parking spaces from 457 to 397, a net loss of
60 spaces.

The revised plan provides that only 242 spaces will be developed for the 
207 units.  City staff has specified that 53 of those spaces must be reserved 
for visitor use.  That will leave 189 spaces available to tenants, less than one
per unit. The developer proposes adding 33 lifts to accommodate additional
cars, which, if allowed, would raise the number of spaces to only 1.07 per 
unit. Even supporters of the plan such as the Chamber of Commerce have 
acknowledged that parking will be insufficient and that without adequate 
parking, the retailers in the area, as well as nearby residents, will be 
impacted negatively.

 TRAFFIC IS TOO GREAT. The applicant has failed to demonstrate that this 
new land use would not exceed the design capacity of the street system or 
adversely affect adjoining neighborhoods.   

In spite of assurances and many requests, there has been no traffic study 
of neighborhood streets and there has been no traffic mitigation proposed
to discourage cut-through traffic just simplistic generalizations. 

 

THE LAKE OSWEGO NEIGHBORHOOD COALITION (LONAC) OVERWHELMINGLY 
VOTED TO SUPPORT ENA'S POSITION.

LONAC, representing Lake Oswego neighborhoods, likewise voted twice. Both 
votes, in support of ENA, were overwhelmingly in opposition to the development. 


